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1. Introduction

This paper is devoted to the study of the automorphism groups of com-
mutative (nonassociative) algebras related to a certain family of doubly transi-
tive groups.

Since R. Griess succeeded in demonstrating the existence of the Friendly
Giant in [3] using a 196884-dimensional commutative algebra, several studies
have been made to present some finite groups as automorphism groups of com-
mutative algebras.

S. Norton constructed commutative algebras, so called Norton algebras,
whose automorphism groups contain finite groups generated by 3-transposi-
tions. In [1], P. Cameron, J. Goethals and J. Seidel generalized his method
and showed that 'Norton algebra' can be defined for a large class of transitive
groups. It seems very natural to ask how close the full automorphism group
of a Norton algebra is to the original permutation group. S.D. Smith studied
this type of problem in [6] but it seems very hard to answer this question in
general at this point.

In [4], K. Harada defined an ^-dimensional commutative algebra on the
nontrivial irreducible factor of the permutation module of a doubly transitive
group G and showed that the full automorphism group of it is isomorphic to
Σn + 1, the symmetric group of degree n-\-l. He also showed that such a G-
invariant algebra structure is uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple if
G is 3-ply transitive.

So the next question is what happens if G is required to be just doubly
transitive. Then even in this case, it is not very hard to compute the structure
constants of G-invariant commutative algebras. (See Section 3.) But the
determination of the full automorphism group seems to be more demanding.
The first development in this direction was made in [5] by K. Narang. He
took the natural doubly transitive action of a group G satisfying PSL(m> q)^

, q) of degree n=(qm—l)l(q—l) and showed that there exists an
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n—1 dimensional algebra whose full automorphism group is isomorphic to
PΓL(m, q)iίm^3.

Let G be a doubly transitive group on the set Ω of degree n. Suppose
that the global stabilizer of two points a, b of Ω in G, i.e., G{atb) has r-orbits
on Ω—{α, b}. Let C[Ω] be the permutation module over the complex num-
ber field with the natural basis {xly , xn}. Let F 0 = < Λ ? 1 + ' + ^ » X

Then C[O\=VQ@Vi. After we determine the structure constants of the
G-invariant algebra A1 on V2, with r parameters, we extend the multiplication
to C[Ω] so that the automorphism group of this new algebra A on C[Ω] is
isomorphic to that of Ax. Now we can show that almost always the automor-
phism group of A, i.e., Aut 4̂, does not grow a lot from G under a
certain assumption on G; roughly speaking r=2. Our method is as follows.
Firstly using the nonassociativity of the algebra A> we obtain two Aut ^4-in-
variant multilinear mappings of degree 4. Now we apply a result in [7] (see
also Section 2) to get two symmetric trilinear forms θ0 and θx which are also
invariant under the action of Aut A There are two cases:

(1) Aut̂ 4 stabilizes a symmetric trilinear form which is also ΣΛ-invariant.
(2) The restrictions of θ0 and θx are similar on Av

If the case (2) occurs it follows that the parameters related to the structure
constants of the algebra A must satisfy a polynomial equation of degree 7. So
unless the parameters satisfy the equation the case (1) holds. Now it follows
from the main result in [2] that Aut^l must be contained in the group isomor-
phic to Z3xΣn. Thus we have AutA = G provided that G is maximal among
the doubly transitive groups satisfying the conditions on G.

PTL(my q), Sp(2m, 2) (two types), PSL(2y 11) (n=U) and Co. 3 are in
the list of the groups satisfying our hypothesis. So in particular our theorem
includes K. Narang's.

Recently, in [8], J. Tits showed that the irreducible part of the Griess'
algebra has the Friendly Giant as its full automorphism group and also the
author was informed that M. Kitazume obtained corresponding results for
some of the Conway-Norton algebras in [6] using the similar methods as Tits'.

2. Definitions, notations and preliminary lemmas

Let W be a vector space over the complex number field C. We define

the following:

X(Wr\ W): the set of multilinear mappings θ of degree r, i.e., θ: Wx •••

XW-+W.
X(Wr\ C): the set of multilinear forms θ of degree r, i.e., θ: Wx *

XW->C.
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X\W\ W) = iθ(ΞΛ(Wr; W): θ(uly - , ur) = θ(Ulσ, - , urσ)

for all σ 6 Σ f } ,

i.e., the set of symmetric multilinear mappings of degree r.

Xs(Wr; C) = {Θ*ΞX(W\ C): θ(uly - , «,)

for all σGΣ r } ,

i.e., the set of symmetric multilinear forms of degree r.
It is easy to see that these four sets become vector spaces with natural

additions and scalar multiples.
For an element θ of X{Wr\ W) and X{Wr; C), we define the automor-

phism group of θ as follows:

Aut θ = ig^GL{W): θfa', - , O = θ(uu - , u,)'

forall uly-yur£ΞW}y'ιΐθ<=X(Wr;W).

Aut θ = \g^GL{W): θ(Ul*y .-, u/) - θ(uly - , tf)

forall i/j, . . . , ^

Let G be a subgroup of GL(W)y and (9 an element of X(Wr; W) or
X(Wr; C). Then ^ is said to be G-invariant if G is contained in the automor-
phism group of θy i.e., G^Aut θ.

Let X be X(Wr; W)y X(Wr; C)y X\Wr\ W) or X\Wr; C). Then
XG={Θ^X: G^Autθ}, the set of G-invariant elements of X.

We note that if θ is an element of X(W2; W)y we identify θ with the algebra
Aθ on W whose product is defined by θ. So in particular, if A is an algebra
on a vector space Wy

AutA= ig£ΞGL(W): u*vg = (uv)g for all uyv£ΞW} .

Next we define a mapping δ from X(Wr+1; W) to -£(W; C) introduced
in [7]. Let {xly •••, #„} be a basis of IF and .B be an element of X(W2; C)
satisfying B(xiy Xj) = Sijy i.e., a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form with an
orthonormal basis {#!,'••,#„}. Let θ be an element of X(Wr+1; W) and
%, "-yury w e IF. Let θ(uly" yury *) denote a linear mapping defined by

θ(uly ~yury *)(w)=θ(uly ••-,«„ w). Then δ(5) is a mapping from TF
to C defined by

Then the following hold.

Proposition 2.1. (1) θeΞX(Wr+1; W) implies δ(θ)(=X(Wr; C).
(2) θeX\Wr+1; W) implies S(θ)^X\Wr'y C).
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(3) 8(Θ)(UU

(4) A

Proof. (1), (2) and (3) are clear from the definitions. (4) is also easily

verified. See for example [7].

We note that Proposition 2.1 is one of the keys to our paper. See also

[8].

Next we consider multilinear mappings and forms defined on a space

related to the permutation module of a doubly transitive group.

Let G be a doubly transitive group on a set Ω = {1, 2, •••, w}. Let

Ωl2, *# ,Ωί2 be orbits of the global stabilizer of the set {1, 2} in G, denoted

by G{1>2). For £, y e { l , 2, --,11} with i=f=j define Ω*y by Ω*y=(ΩΪ2)
ί r by an

element £ such that {1*, 2*} = {/, j } . Then it is easy to see that Ω*y does not

depend on the choice of g, and Ω* y=Ω y;.

Let V=C[Ω] denote the permutation module of G over the complex

number field C with the standard basis {#!,••*,#„} such that Xig = Xig, for

Let δ = * H hxn, Fo=<δ> and

Then Vo and FΊ are submodules of Vy moreover Vλ is an irreducible module

as G is doubly transitive on Ω. Let ei-=xi δ. Then ζely •••, ^II> = F"1 and

Let *S3(Ω) denote the set of unordered 3-tuples of Ω and r' be the number

of orbits of G on SZ(Ω). Then we have the next proposition.

Proposition 2.2. The following hold:

(1)

(2)

Proof. This is well-known and easy to prove.

Let θs be an element of X\V?\ C) defined by

θs{eh eh e{) = ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) , i = 1, - , n-\ ,

Θ9{eh eh ej) = —(n—2), ίΦ;, /,; = 1, •••, n—\ ,

Note that {̂ , •••, ŵ_i} defined above is a basis of Vx.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose r'=1. ΓAeii ίfe following hold:

(l) x\v^c)G^<fl9y.
(2) Aut(9 s ^Z 3 xΣ n .

Proof. See Egawa-Suzuki [2].
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Lemma 2.4. The following holds:

Proof. Counting the number of pairs (/, k) such that Λ G Ω ! ; , we have
the equality above.

3. Structure of algebra

In this section we shall study G-invariant algebras, where G is a doubly
transitive group for which we set some notations and definitions in the pre-
vious section. We note that throughout this paper algebras may not be associ-
ative, in fact most of them are nonassociative. We shall define algebra struc-
tures on two spaces, namely the permutation module V and the nontrivial
irreducible factor Vx of V, and discuss the correspondence between the auto-
morphism groups of these two algebras. In this section we investigate the
structure of the algebra defined en V under some condition on (G, Ω).

Now we begin with the determination of G-invariant algebras defined
on Vx. We should note that the following theorem has been known to a lot
of mathematicians who are interested in automorphism groups of commutative
nonassociative algebras.

Theorem 3.1. Let Ax be a commutative algebra on Vx satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions:

(1) eiei=aehfor ι = l , 2, •••, n— 1,
r

(2) ^ y = Σ ^ Σ ek,fori,j=l, 2, ~ ,n— 1 iΦj; and

(3) α = Σ ctrt9 where r,=#Ω52.

Here cly •••, cr and a are constants in the complex number field C.
Then A1 is G-invariant. Moreover if Ax is a G-invariant commutative

algebra defined on Vl9 then A1 must be the one defined above with constants
cly •••, cr and a.

Proof. Suppose a commutative algebra Aλ on Vx is G-invariant. Since
W> •">£«} is a generator of an n— 1 dimensional space Vλ with an equation
*H M»=0, e&i can be written as a scalar multiple of e{ because G is doubly
transitive. Let eiei=aei, for all ί = l , 2, •••, n. Similarly e^j has an expression
as in (2) for all i> j=ί9 2, •••,«, iφj. Note that as G is doubly transitive and
(Ωϊj)*=Ωtigjg for all g^G, cl9 •••, cr and a do not depend on the choice of i
andy. Using Lemma 2.4, we have

a(e2-\ \-en) = —aex = -eλex = ex{e2-\ \-en)
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(

= Σ
Hence we have

a = Σ £*r,.

This in turn implies that there are at most r linearly independent G-invariant

symmetric multilinear mappings of degree 2, i.e., bilinear mappings on Vx.

Since άxmJ2\Vι\ Vχ)=r by Proposition 2.2. (2), it follows that these r linearly

independent symmetric bilinear mappings on Vx are all G-invariant. Thus

we have the assertions.

Let A be an algebra on V with parameters cly •••, cr and a in C defined by

the following:

(1) xixi=axi9 for ί = l , 2, •••, w,

(2) XiXj=Σ ct ΣASQJ/A, for i, y = l , 2, •••, Λ, ί 'Φj; and

(3) ΣVr«.

The next main objective is to show that if α = l , Aut A is isomorphic to

Aut^i, where Ax is an algebra on Vx defined in Theorem 3.1 with parameters

cl9 •••, cr and 1 for ^. So let ̂  be the algebra on Vx defined above with para-

m e t e r s cl9 "-yC, a n d 1.

Lemma 3.2. The following hold:

(1) xfi=δ,8*=n8,fσri=l,—,n.

(2) FQ and Vx are ideals in A.

(3) ΓA^ restriction of A to Vλ is Av

Proof. Since the definition of A is symmetric on the Γs, to show #,S=8

we may assume i=\.

*i+Σ (Σ

So ^ S = S . As δ=Λ?1+ * +Λr», S2=wδ follows immediately. Since ^t ==^t δ,

we have the following.
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efi = 0.

If/Φj, then

1 *
= XjXs O

ί.Λ-(Σvί)—8

Hence (2) and (3) follow.
Let s be a mapping from V to C defined by

Then s^X{Vι\ C), and V1=Kcr(s). Let B be the natural symmetric bilinear
form on V according to the basis {xly •••. xn} i.e., BGLX\V2\ C) satisfying
B(xh Λ?y) = δ l 7 .

Proposition 3.3. ΓΛ̂  following hold if a= 1.
(1) Aut A^ Ants.
(2) Vo and Vλ are Aut A-ίnvariant.
(3) The restriction of elements of Aut A to Vx induces an isomorphism

Proof. Let θ be an element of Xs(V2; V) associated with the algebra
structure A, i.e., θ(x, y)=xy. Let δ be the mapping defined in Section 2 and

n

θ*(Xi) = Σ B(XiXjy Xj) = B(XiXiy x{) = 1 .

So θ*=s. Hence (1) follows from Proposition 2.1. As Fj^Ker^) , Vx is
Aut ^4-invariant. Let

Vf = {x^V: xy = 0 for ally in V,} .

Then by Lemma 3.2. (1) and (2) we have

and Vλ is Aut ^4-invariant. Thus in particular V^~ is G-invariant. Since
V/VQ is an irreducible G-module isomorphic to Vly VQ^V^. (2) holds.
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Let σ be an element of Aut A. Then (2) implies that the element 8 is
an eigenvector with a nonzero eigenvalue λ. Applying σ to 82=n8, we have
X282=riλ8, or nX2=nλ. Since λφO, λ = l . Now we can define an isomor-
phism between Aut A and Aut Ax easily as the restriction of A to Vx is Ax by
Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.4. For all elements x and y in V s(xy)=s(x)s(y)> if a=\.

Proof. Let θ(x, y) = s{xy) and θ'(x, y) = s(x)s(y). Then θ and θ' are
elements of X\V2\ C). So it suffices to check the equality at the basis ele-
ments.

s(xixi) = s(Xi) = 1= s(Xi)s(Xi),

(

= 1 == s(Xi)s(xj),

for all i,j=l, * yn9 iφj. Hence we have the equality.

In Proposition 3.3, we verified that Aut A^ Aut A under a hypothesis
that a=ί. So we do not know whether or not we can say something about
Aut^i if a φ l . However, if αΦO, it is easy to see that Aut^4x is isomorphic
to the algebra on Vx defined by the parameters c^a, " ycrfa and 1. Hence
α = 0 is the only case actually excluded. In order to investigate Aut A we re-
quire stronger assumption, i.e., the following Hypothesis I on (G, Ω).

HYPOTHESIS I. (1) r=2.

(2) k^Ω'ij if and only if; eΩj*, for all i,j, ^GΩ, iφjφkφi and f = l , 2.

For a list of groups which satisfy Hypothesis I, see Section 6, and we also
note that (2) automatically holds if a one point stabilizer Ga of G is of even
order or rγ^r2 by Lemma 2.4.

From now on assume that (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis I and A is a G-
invariant algebra satisfying the following:

(1) XiXi=xh ί = l , 2, .. ,w,

(2) Λ?ίΛ7i=c1Σ*eQ}iΛfA+^Σ*eQ?;.Λr*, ί, J = 1, 2, —, *, i Φ j , and
(3) έr1r1+έr2r2=l.
We define some constants which we shall need later. Let

ph = |Ωί,nΩί« | , if weίlί,, /,;, Λe{l, 2}.

It is well-known that each p)j does not depend on the choice of u9 υ and w.
Let

*/ = Kcu c2) = cfp
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dt = dt(cu C2)

By our Hypothesis I, pkij=p)i.

fffs = nui°j{cly c2)

h^

Lemma 3.5. The following hold ifiΦί.

(1) Λ1^ l0=(ΓiV1+r2S)+&iΣ3i6

(2) xι(xι(x1xi))=(b1cιrι+b2c^2)xi+dϊ

Proof. Let

χ(a, A, β2) = aχi+β1 Σ
Then

Σyeof,.

Since ^ ^ = ^ ( 0 , ^, ^ 2), (1) follows. Hence by (1), ff1(Λr1#l )==#(£1

2r1+c2

2r2, î> ̂ )
So (2) holds.

Lemma 3.6. The following holds. B(xi(xjxu)> xv)=tήl(cl9 c2), if iy j , u, v
are distinct.

Proof. Since G^AutA is doubly transitive, we may assume i=l and
y=2. Let 1, 2, / and/ be distinct.

B{xλ{x2Xi)y Xj) = C1B(ΣkeQl.XιXk, Xj)+C2B(Σk^Q2

2iXlXky Xj)

Since B(x1xu Xj) = B(xly x ; ) = 0, we may assume lφ&. So B(x1(x2xi)1 xj)
=n2Ji(cly c2). Hence we have the assertion.

Lemma 3.7. The following are equivalent.
(1) r2

2(/>l1-/)f1)-2r1r2(/)1

1

2-/>f2)+r1

2(^2-ίi2)=0.
(2) i) rx=r2y and

ii) Ifpn=ay then r1=2(a+ί)y p22=a andρ\2=ρl2=pn=pi2=a+l.
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Proof. It is clear that (2) implies (1).
Assume (1). Since (1) is symmetric, by way of contradiction we may

assume rι<r2. By definition,

p\ι+p\t+l=r1, ρ\2+ρh = r2,

pn+pπ = fi and p2

12+pϊ2+ί = rt.

Hence (p\1-ρh)+ί = -(ρ\2-ρh), so

(ρ\i-plι)+2 = l-(p\2-ph) = ph-ph .

So (1) implies

r22(p1n-pί1)+2r2r1(p\ι-pii + l)+r1(p\1-p2n+2) = 0,

or

( i + 2 ) ( ( ί ί ) ( 1 + I ) + 1 ) = 0 .

Thus we have

ph-pli = 2r1/(r1+r2).

Since rx<r2y Q<p\i—p\i<\. A contradiction. Therefore r1=r2 and p\\—p\\
= 1. Let pn=a. Counting the number of elements of the set

{(*, y): Λ:GΩ}2, y e ί ] ^ xGΩ\y}f

we have r1p\2 = r2p
2ii. So rλ = r2 implies ^12=^11. Now the rest of the

assertion in (ii) follows easily from the four equations above.

4. Aut A and Aut .̂-invariant trilinear forms

In this section we consider Aut A under Hypothesis I, using Aut ^4-in-
variant trilinear forms. Our goal of this section is to prove the following theo-
rems.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis /. Let A be the G-
invariant commutative algebra on V—C [Ω] with parameters cx and c2 defined in
Section 3. Then one of the following holds:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv) ^ + ^ = 0 , or
(v) c1r1+c2r2=aΦ0 and cλ\a is a root of a polynomial f(X)^Z[X] of

degree 4 which depends only on (G, Ω).

Theorem 4.2. Suppose (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis I. Let Ax be the
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G-invariant commutative algebra on the nontriviaί irreducible factor Vλ of V

with parameters cι and c2 in Theorem 3.1. Then one of the following holds:

(i) AutA^τny

(ii) r^p^-pl^-lr^p^-p^+r^ph-ph)^,
(iii) c1r1+c2r2=0,

(iv) c1

2r1+c2

2r2=0, or

(v) c1rl+c2r2==a+0 and cx\a is a root of a polynomial f(X)^Z[X] of

degree 4 which depends only on (G, Ω).

As we have noted in Section 3, the G-invariant algebra with parameters

cx and c2) and the one with parameters acx and ac2 have isomorphic automor-

phism groups if a is a nonzero constant. So (iii), (iv) and (v) in Theorem 4.1

and 4.2 can be said as follows:

(vi) f(cl9 c2)=0, where f(Xi, X2)^Z[Xly X2] is a homogeneous polynomial

of degree 7 which depends only on (G, Ω).

Viewing (cly c2) as a point on the projective line PX(C), we can say that

if (ii) does not occur, (i) holds unless (cly c2) is one of the seven points on Pι{C)

which are determined by (G, Ω).

By Lemma 3.7 the condition (ii) can be replaced by the two conditions in

Lemma 3.7. (2). Hence if r^r2, Hypothesis I (1) implies (2) and the case

(ii) does not occur.

Since c1r1+c2r23
z0 implies A u t ^ ^ A u t ^ by Proposition 3.3, Theorem 4.1

implies Theorem 4.2 and vice versa.

Assume CιTι-{-c2r2Φ0. Replacing £t with c, /α, we may assume c1r1-\-c2r2=ί.

L e m m a 4.3. Let Bx be a symmetric bilinear form on V satisfying the fol-

lowing:

(1) Bx{xh xi)=\+{n-\){cι

2rι+c2

2r2\ i = l , - , n.

(2) Bx{xh Xj)==l—{cfc+cfc), ί ,y=l, —, n,
Then

Proof. Let θ(xy y, z)=x(yz). Then it is easy to see that Θ^X(V3; V)

and that Aut^4^Aut0. Let δ(θ)=θ*, where δ is a mapping from X(V3; V)

to X(V2\ C) defined in Section 2. Then by Proposition 2.1. (4), Aut A^Aut θ

^Aut 0*. So to have the assertion of this lemma, it suffices to show 0 * = ^ .

Applying Proposition 2.1. (3) and Lemma 3.5. (1), we have

θ*(xu *,) = ± B(θ(Xl, xx, X i ) , x,)
ί = l

n

= Σ B(x1(x1xi)9 x{)

= \+(n-\){c2rλ+c2r2).

Since G^Aut^* and G is doubly transitive, we have (1). Again using the
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double transitivity, we have

θ*(xly *,) = θ*(xly x2) for all i = 2 , ,fi.

Moreover it follows from Lemma 3.2

**(*i, δ) = ΣJB(*i(δ*»), *,) = Σ β(δ, *,) = n
i 1 t = l

Hence n=θ*(xϊy 8)=θ*(xl9 Xι)+(n—l)θ*(xu x2). Solving the equation above
using (1), we have (2).

Lemma 4.4. Let θo(xy y, z)=B(xyy z). Then the following hold:
(1) ΘO(ΞΛS{V>;C).
(2) θo(xh xh Λ?f ) = l , (90(̂ -, Xi, Xj)=0 and θo(xiy xjy xh)=ct, where ί , ; = l , —,

w, iφj and k^£l\j.

(3) (90(^ , eiy et) = \ , θo(eiy ejy e}) = and θo(eiy ejy ek)=ct , where
n n n

iyj=\y * -yny iΦj and
(4) Bx(xy y)=n{
(5) If cfa+cfcΦO, then A u t ^ A u t Bf] Aut (90.
Proof. By the definition of θOy

θQ(xiy xiy Xi) = B(XiXiy x{) = B{xi} Xi) = 1 ,

θo(xiy xjy xj) = θo(xjy xiy Xj) =

B(cx ΣkeQ}jXk+C2Σ3*6Q|/*, XJ) = 0 ,

(90(Λ;y, Xj, Xf) = 5(Λ?yΛ?y, Λ?f) = B ( ^ y , Λ?rf) = 0 . a n d

θo(xiy Xj, Xk) = B(XiXjy Xk)

QjyΛ?A, Λ?*) = cu w h e r e

Since feGΩ!; if and only if /GΩj Λ, and fGΩyέ if and only if y e Ω ί , by
Hypothesis I, we have (1) and (2). Moreover using Lemma 3.4, we have

θo(*> y, δ) = B(xyy δ) = s{xy) = s{x)s(y).

So θo(eiy ejy ek)=θ0(xi-—Sy Xj-—δ, χh-λ.δ)= θo(xiy xjy xk)-—. Thus (3)
\ n n n ' n

follows. LetίΦj. Then

n(c?rx+c2

2r2)B{xiy Λ?, ) + ( 1 — ( Φ I + Φ Z ) ) ^ ^ )

= l-(n+l)(c2

ri+c2r2).

B{xu Xj)+{l-(c1

2r1+c2

2r)2)s(xixj)

This implies (4).
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Suppose c1

2r1-\-c2

2r24
::0. Then B(x, y) can be written as a linear com-

bination of Bx(xy y) and s(xy). Now Proposition 3.3 (1) and Lemma 4.3. imply
Aut A^Aut B. (5) follows from the definition of θ0.

Lemma 4.5. For x, y, z^V let

θ1(xyyyz) = ±B(x(y(zxi))yxi).
1 = 1

Then the following hold:
(1) θxfΞX\V*\C).
(2) Θ^Xi, xiy x{) = l + ( « - l ) ( 4 1 ^ i + * 2 ¥ 2 ) , θx(xh xjy xj) = l -

where iyj=\y •••>#, / Φ j .
(3) θx(eh eiy ei)=(n—

z,y=l , •
(4)

Proof. Let #(#, y, 5f, zϋ)=x(^y(s:«;)) for xy yy z and w€zV. Then it is clear
that Θ(=ΞΛ(V4; V). So it follows frcm Proposition 2.1 that 8(Θ)=Θ1^X(V3; C).
Moreover

Aut A<Aut 0<Aut S(Θ) = Aut^ .

Thus we have (4).
Since B(x1(x1(x1xi))y Λί)=δ1έΓΛ+V2r2 by Lemma 3.5. (2), unless t = l ,

As Aut02 contains a subgroup G which acts double transitively on the set
\xly •••, xn}y

θx(xiy xiy Xi) =

holds for all i. Using the definition of θl9 we have

θx(xh xiy δ) = Ufa, δ, x^ = ^(δ, x, , Λ?f ) = n.

Again using the double transitivity of a subgroup G of Aut ^ , we have for all
* Φ j

θλ{xiy Xjy Xj) = θx{xjy Xiy Xj) = ^(Λ?y, Λ?y, X{)

= l — ( V

Thus (2) holds.
(3) can be verified easily by the similar method we employed to calculate

the values of θ0 in the previous lemma.
To show the symmetricity of θx it remains to show the following equalities:
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θx(xh xjy xk) = θ^, xjy Xi) = θλ{xjy xiy xk) .

Firstly, using the symmetricity of θ0 in Lemma 4.4. (1), we have B(xyy z)

B(xy yz)y in general. So

θx(xiy Xjy Xk) = Σ #(*,<*>

Since Ω}* and Ωf* are orbits of G{i>k)^G^Aλitθλy θλ(xiy xjy xk)=at if j '

i.e., ^i(x,, Λ̂ ; , xΛ) is a constant as #,- varies on an orbit Ω'*. Let σ be an ele-

ment in Gk such that iσ=j. Applying the automorphism of V corresponding

to <τy we have θλ{xjy xsy xk)—aty if ίGΩy*, where ^=7°". Since7 ^Ω.U implies

ί G Ω | A by Hypothesis I,

θx(xty Xjy Xk) = Θ^Xj, Xiy Xk) .

Therefore (1) holds.

L e m m a 4.6. The following hold:

(1) θλ{xiy xjy xh)—l=θι(eh ejy ek)y where iyjy k=ly •••, ny i φ ; Φ ^ Φ i.

(2) Suppose ktΞ&ij. Then

-φfc +c2

2r2)+± cu Σ nΠ(cly c2).
w = 1 Φ Λ G Ω "

Proof. (1) follows easily as for all x j G F , θi(xy y,—S)=s(xy).
V n '

3eΩί2.
To prove (2), we set i = l , y = 2 and k=3 in order to save symbols. Assume

12.

^(Λfj, X2» #3)

^)), x^

xri))y x3)

= B(x1(x1x3)y x2)+B(x1(x2(x2x1))y x3)+B(x3(x3x1)y x2)

+Cχ Σ B(x1(x1x2)y Xi)+c2 Σ B(x1(x1x2)y xi)

Φ2 Φl

+^1 Σ -Bi(Λ?2^ ^i)+^2 Σ B(x1X2y Xi)

Φ2 Φl

Σ
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Hence by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6,
2

0i(*!, x2, X*) = ibt+ldt+φfa+φzϊ+Σi cu Σ nl)(cu c2),

as

*! Σ #(#i(*i*2), #$ )+*2 Σ B(xι(xιX2)9

Φ2 Φ2

= B(xι(x1(xιx2))9 x^—cβ(xι(xιx2)9 x2)

C\ Σ B(X1X2> Xi) + C2 Σ
ί l
Φl Φl

= S(^x 2 , x2x3)

Now assume ^Vj+^^ΦO. Since the restriction mapping
sending σ^AutA to σw^AutAx is an isomorphism and Aut^l acts trivially
on F'0=<δ>, by Proposition 3.3, we have

Aut A^Aut Θ1\VI Π Aut θo\Vι,

by Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. So 0n7i, ^o!^! a r e elements of X\Vχ\ C)G.
Since

dim^Fi3: C^dimXXVf; VX)G = 2

by Proposition 2.2, one of the following holds:
(i) ^nvj i s a scalar multiple of ^ 0 | 7 i, or
(ii) dim<0 l lFi, ^ 1 ^ = 2 and <01IFi, θay^ΛXVf; C)G.
Suppose (ii) holds. Since G ^ Σ n and

VX

3; C)G = <θιlVι, θQ\Vi> ,

by Proposition 2.3, θs can be written as a nontrivial linear combination of Θ1\VΊ

and θo\Vί. Say

θs = cίθι\Vl-
irβθQ\γl .

As

Aut Ai£Aut θ1{Vi Π Aut θ0]Vi^ Aut ^ s ,

Proposition 2.3. (2) implies that Aut^4x is a subgroup of Z 3 x Σ r Because
of the irreducibility of Aut Aly we can conclude by Schur's lemma that ^-part
acts as scalars on Vv So if σ is an element of the center of Aut^4x and ei

(r=\eiy

eiei=ei implies λ 2 = λ . Hence λ = l . Thus we have Aut^ίSΣ,, in this case.
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On the other hand, suppose (i) holds. Let

Since θo(eiy ejy ej)= and Θ1(eiy ejy eJ)=—(bιcιrι

J

Γb2c2r2) by Lemma 4.4 and
n

Lemma 4.5, a^=n{bιcιrι-\-b2c2r2). So

θχ{eh eh ek) = n(bιcιrι+b2c2r2)ci--(b1cιrι+b2c2r2) .

It follows from Lemma 4.6 that θι(eiy eίy ek) can be written as a polynomial gijk

of cx of degree at most 3 as c1rv\-c2r2=\y where gijk^Q[ci\ a n d gijk depends
only on (Gy Ω), namely rly r2y pZυ and |Ωί» ΠΩίvl . So it suffices to have the
condition when n{bιcιrι+b2c2r2)Ci--{bιCιrι

J

rb2c2r2) is a polynomial of cλ of degree
exactly 4. Since the degree of the second term is at most 3, we need to see the
degree of bιcιrι-\-b2c2r2 in terms of cv

2 + ^
+{cιp\ι+2cιc2p\2+c2

2p2

22).

Since

n(b1c1rι-\-b2C2r2)ci—(b1c1r1-\-b2c2r2) is a polynomial of cx of degree exactly 4, if
and only if

Thus we have Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.

As a corollary of our proof, we have the following.

Corollary 4.7. Suppose (G, Ωi) satisfies Hypothesis I, and (cxrλ + c2r2) X

-h^22r2) 4= 0. Moreover assume

θι{xiy Xjy xk)φn(bιCj

or

θι{eiy ejy e^φnfacft+b&r^Ct—facfr+briCfo),

for a set of three numbers i, j , k (Φ), where k^£ϊ\j. Then Aut^l^Σ,, and
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REMARK. Since we have Proposition 2.2, if G is a doubly transitive group
which is maximal among the ones satisfying Hypothesis I, Aut ^Ϊ^Aut A^G,
unless cx=c2 in which case Aut 4^Aut^4 1^ΣM, whenever we have the case
(i) in our theorems.

5. θx(xiy xjy xk)

In this section we shall determine the value θx{xh xjy xk) under a stronger
hypothesis in order to simplify the condition in Corollary 4.7 and the case (v)
of the theorems in the previous section.

HYPOTHESIS II. Let (G, Ω) satisfy Hypothesis I. Moreover

for all l<ίi+j<*n, with t=\ or 2.

We begin with an introduction of another trilinear form invariant under
the action of Aut A

Lemma 5.1. For all x, y, # e V, let

Then the following hold.
(1)
(2)
(3) ΘΌ(x9 y, z) =Bx(xyy z)=n(c1

2r1+c2

2r2)θ0(xy y, z) + (l-(i:1

2r1+c2V2))(y(x) X
s(y)s(z).

(4) ΘΌ{xh xh xt)-{n-

θ'0(xiy Xj, Xj) = l—ic

θ'0(xi9 xj, xk) = nicfa

where l^iΦj^n andk^Ω[h ί = l , 2.

(5) θί(ei9 ei9 ei)=(n-l)(

ΘΌ(eh eh βj) = —{c?rγ-

where l^iφj^n andk^Ω\h ί = l , 2.

Proof. Let<9(*, j/, z, w)=(xy)(zw). ΎhenθϊΞX(V4; V) and Aut A^ Aut θ.
Hence Proposition 2.1. (1) implies 8(0)eJ?(F 3 ; C), (3) implies δ(θ) = θ'o and
(4) implies Aut θ^ Aut 8(θ). Thus we have (1) and (2). By the definition of
Bu (see the proof of Lemma 4.3), we have
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B1(xy, 8) = Σ B((xy)(zXi), x,)=ΘΌ(x, y, z).
» = 1

Now (3) follows from Lemma 4.4. Since s(xy)=s(x)s(y) by Lemma 3.4, (4)
and (5) follow from the value of θ0 calculated in Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose lt^iφj^n andftGΩ y. Then

ΘΌ(xh xh xk)=4dt+ct-2ct{cfrl+C22r2)+il cu Σ nίjfa, c2).

Proof. To save symbols let i=l9j=2 and k=3.

θ'o(xly x2, x3) =

Σ

B(x1(x1(x1x2))7 x3)+B(x2(x2(x2x1))J xz)+B{xxx2, x3)

+Cχ Σ Bftx^Xi, Xi)+c2 Σ β((Λ?Λ)^i, Xi)

Φ2 Φ2

Σ
Φl Φ l

where

B((Xιx2)xj, Xi) =

Hence we have the formula as desired.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose Hypothesis II holds. Let wG{l, 2} — {t}. Then
the following hold.

(1) \Ω\2 ΠΩ", I -f- |Ω?2 Π Cϊ\j I = |Ωίί Π Ω2y | +Ωϊ, Π Cl2j\ for all 1 ̂ S/Φ j^n-
(2) IΩ?2 ΠΩ?y I = IΩu ΠΩ"y | for all l^iΦj^n.

Proof. To show (1) it suffices to show the following.

Since Ω = {v, w} U Ω\w U ΩlWi we have
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= rt- \n[2f) it} I - |Ωί2ΓΊ {j} | +rt- |Λ{yn {1} | - |βί;Π {2}

= 2rt- IΩ{, Π {2} I - \Ωij Π {1} I - |Ωί, Π {;} I - IOij Π {i } I

= |nί, n n| y | + mί, n n^ | + |Ωί(- n n| y | + |ΩΪ, n Ω ^ I

Hence (*) holds. Moreover since (*) is symmetric for t and u> (1) implies (2).

Theorem 5.4. // (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis II, the following hold.
(1) nuivj(cu c2)=nJiu(ci, c2) for all cx and c2y where iy j , u, v are distinct.

(2) θx(xh xj, xk)

= ΘΌ(xi9 Xj,

where 1 ̂ iφj ^n and |/

(3) If (cft+cΛXfa+cfrJϊO and

then Aut AxSΣn and Aut A^*Ί,n.

Proof. Since

nuivj(cly c2) = c? i ah n n i f I +c2

21 Ω?y n Ω L I
+cxc2{ i a ) , n Ω Ϊ , I + 1 Ω?y n Ω L I ) ,

(1) is a consequence of Lemma 5.3.
It follows from (1) that the last term of θx(xh xjy xk) in Lemma 4.6 and

that of θo(xiy xh xk) in Lemma 5.2 coincide. Hence (2) follows from Lemma
4.6, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.1. (4). Now using the formula in (2), we have
(3) by Corollary 4.7.

6. Examples

In this section we study examples of doubly transitive groups satisfying
Hypothesis I and show which one satisfies Hypothesis II and which one does
not satisfy the condition (ii) in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.

EXAMPLE 1. PSUm, q)^G<^PΓL(my q), m^3 and n = (qm—l)l(q— 1).
In this case Ωl=Pm~1(q) or the set of one dimensional subspaces of an ra-dimen-
sional vector space over a field of q elements.

= q-2y
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Since r3φr2, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis I.

Moreover it is an easy calculation to show that (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis II

as well, for |Ω)/fΊΩ^| is determined according to the following four cases,

where vh vjy vsy and vt are nonzero vectors of the corresponding one dimen-

sional space.

(1) dim<^ , υh vΛ, vt>=2.

(2) dim<^, , vjy υSf vty=Z and there is a 2-dimensional subspace contain-

ing three vectors of the four.

(3) dim<^t , v; , vsy vty=3 and there is no 2-dimensi'onal subspace con-

taining three vectors of the four.

(4) dim <*;,•, vh vs, vt>=4 .

Since r ^ r 2 , the case (ii) in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 does not occur by

Lemma 3.7.

Suppose c2—0. Then c1=ί-r1. Hence b1—(l — llr1)lru b2=0 ard d2=0.

So the assumption of Theorem 5.4. (3) is satisfied. Thus Aut A^AutAi

is a subgroup of Σn, which is the result of K. Narang in [5].

EXAMPLE 2. G = PSL(2y 11) and n = l l . Let a = (0123456789^), β =

(0)(13954)(267Z8) and 7=(0)(19)(26)(3)(45)(78)(-Y). Then G=<α, β, 7> and

the following hold.

*Ί = 3 , r2 = 6,

Since rχΦr2, (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis I, and the case (ii) in Theorem 4.1

and Theorem 4.2 does not occur by Lemma 3.7. Further calculation shows

that (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis II, too. Using the parameters above we can

compute the explicit expression of the equation in Theorem 5.4. (3). It yields

as follows.

f(c) - — (-2673c4-5292f3+216(k2-108c-7),
108

where c=c1la. Hence Theorem 5.4. (3) reads if ( ^ i + ^ X ^ i + ^ ^ + O ar*d

/(cJcήΦO, then Aut ^4^Aut A is a subgroup of Σn.

EXAMPLE 3. G=Co. 3 and n=276. Then we have the following.

rι= 112, r a = 162,

ί i i = 30, #2 = 81, # 2 - 8 1 ,

p2

n = 569 # 2 - 5 6 , # 2 = 105.

Since r ^ r 2 , (G, Ω) satisfies Hypothesis I, and the case (ii) of Theorem 4.1

and Theorem 4.2 does not occur by Lemma 3.7.
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EXAMPLE 4. G—Sp(2my 2). Then there are 2 types of doubly transitive

action of G. One point stabilizers of G corresponding to these two actions

are O*(2my 2), where £ = ± 1 . And the parameters are as follows.

n = 2m-\2m+S), rλ = 2(2m-1-S)(2m-2+β), r2 = 22m~2,r2

p 2

n =

Unless £ = 1 and /rc=2, rt^r2. And if δ = l and m—2, the case (ii) is satisfied.

Hence if £ = — 1 or £ = 1 and m^3, Hypothesis / is satisfied and the case (ii)

in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 does not occur.
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